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Abstract
We study collaboration patterns of Wikidata, one
of the world’s largest collaborative knowledge graph
communities. Wikidata lacks long-term engagement
with a small group of priceless members, 0.8%, to be
responsible for 80% of contributions. Therefore, it
is essential to investigate their behavioural patterns
and find ways to enhance their contributions and
participation. Previous studies have highlighted the
importance of discussions among contributors in
understanding these patterns. To investigate this,
we analyzed all the discussions on Wikidata and
used a mixed methods approach, including statist-

ical tests, network analysis, and text and graph
embedding representations. Our research showed
that the interactions between Wikidata editors form
a small world network where the content of a post
influences the continuity of conversations. We also
found that the account age of Wikidata members
and their conversations are significant factors in
their long-term engagement with the project. Our
findings can benefit the Wikidata community by
helping them improve their practices to increase
contributions and enhance long-term participation.
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1 Introduction

Online peer-production communities are powerful tools with groups of self-organised people who
work collaboratively towards a shared outcome. They offer innovation, efficiency, knowledge
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sharing, and democratisation of technology. Over the years, communities like those of Quora,1
Stack Overflow,2 Wikipedia,3 and Wikidata,4 have made significant contributions to computer
science. Collaborative knowledge graph (KG) communities, such as Wikidata, are particularly
important as they provide structured knowledge from large datasets [55], and support various
AI systems, including conversational agents and voice assistants [9]. The community plays a
significant role in the maintenance, sustainability, and success of collaborative KGs [4]. However,
these communities often face the challenge of long-term engagement from members [38, 35], with a
small group responsible for the majority of contributions and decision-making [31, 34]. Therefore,
it is essential to study the collaborative mechanisms behind contributors to understand what
impacts their participation and contributions.

Studies related to collaborative KGs have primarily focused on emerging roles [31, 35] and
lifespan [38] based on their editing activities and semi-structured interviews. However, a plethora
of online discussion studies in peer-production showed that contributors’ discussions are a valuable
source of insights [48, 15, 30]. Different peer-production systems, like an online encyclopedia,
an open-source software system, and a KG, have different editing processes, which have raised
concerns about the applicability of assumptions across different projects [10, 21, 43]. As a result,
it is essential to investigate the different types of peer-production systems individually to better
understand their unique characteristics and challenges.

To fill this gap, we investigated members’ behaviour in large-scale collaborative KGs. Specific-
ally, we studied the Wikidata community and examined how members’ communication patterns
affected the project. Wikidata is an open generic interest KG supporting numerous intelligent
systems [49]. It has a diverse community of volunteers who collaborate online. To understand
community interactions, we used a mixed-method approach with descriptive statistics, statistical
tests, network analysis, as well as neural networks that combined graph and text embeddings. We
analysed the behaviour of Wikidata contributors by answering:

RQ1 - What are the characteristics of editors’ collaborations?
RQ2 - What impacts whether a discussion will receive a response?
RQ3 - Do discussions impact editors’ engagement?

Our contributions are threefold:
we present one of the first discussion studies on the interaction of collaborative KG communities
we publish a dataset of posts of the Wikidata discussions
we propose a framework to investigate what influences conversations and editors’ engagement

Our study indicates that discussion interactions between Wikidata editors form a network
with a high clustering coefficient and low shortest path, suggesting a small world network. In this
network, the conversation’s continuation is influenced by the network topology and the content of
discussions. At the same time, the age of an editor in the community and their discussions have an
influence on their engagement. Our findings can support Wikidata in improving its practices and
tools. Additionally, our results can aid recommendation systems, such as those found in [53, 1], in
providing improved suggestions for editor engagement.

1 https://www.quora.com/
2 https://stackoverflow.com/
3 https://www.wikipedia.org/
4 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page

https://www.quora.com/
https://stackoverflow.com/
https://www.wikipedia.org/
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2 Background: The Wikidata knowledge construction project

2.1 The knowledge graph
The term KG describes a knowledge base that is built and organised as a graph [16] consisting of
nodes (entities like people and cities) and edges (relations like friend of or capital of ). Wikidata
is a free and openly available KG that people can use and contribute to [50]. It is part of the
Wikimedia Foundation5 and supports other projects like Wikipedia6, Wikisource7, etc. Today,
Wikidata has more than 100M nodes called items, 10K edge labels called properties, and a
community of more than 24K contributors, referred to as editors.8 Items and properties are
organised in taxonomies using the properties instance of and subclass of, similar to rdf:type and
rdfs:subClassOf, respectively.

2.2 The contributors
Editors can be either humans or bots. Humans can be registered community members or may
choose to contribute anonymously. Registered members can gain additional editing rights, based
on their experience with the project.9 Table 1 presents the additional editing rights, called access
levels, found for editors participating in discussions. For example, Administrators access level is
a group of editors with high administrative and technical rights elected by a community vote.
Among others, they can grant rights to others, block spammers and prevent vandalism.

Bots are software programs responsible for repetitive tasks like modification of items, or
property constraint violations. Their services require approval from the community, and Wikidata
currently has a total of 399 bots, with approximately 100 being active every month.10

2.3 The contributions
People contribute to the KG in various ways. They can edit by creating, revising, and removing
content, or discuss by asking, answering, and deciding how to structure information. Wikidata
is built using a wiki, which is a web platform that allows people to edit the project using a web
page in the browser [51]. Each item and property within Wikidata has its own wiki page, which
progresses over time. All the changes made to the wiki pages are publicly accessible. These
changes are referred to as revisions and they include metadata such as the name of the editor
responsible for the revision, the page name, and a timestamp.

2.4 The communication
Similar to collaborative ontology engineering projects [40], Wikidata discussions are a tool for
coordination and collaboration. Two types of discussion channels exist in Wikidata: talk pages
and communication pages.11

Talk pages are available for every content page, such as item, property, or help page. Editors
use talk pages to coordinate activities on the content page, report mistakes, and raise questions.
In addition, various communication pages in Wikidata allow for discussion and decision-making

5 https://wikimediafoundation.org/about/
6 https://www.wikipedia.org/
7 https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Main_Page
8 https://stats.wikimedia.org/#/metrics/wikidata.org
9 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:User_access_levels
10 https://stats.wikimedia.org/#/metrics/wikidata.org
11 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Community_portal
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Table 1 List of access levels and their descriptions (source).

Access level Description
Basic level users Editors with basic editing rights. e.g., create and edit items.
Confirmed users Editor accounts who have been confirmed as safe. An editor account with at

least 4 days of age and at least 50 edits become autoconfirmed. Editors which
do not meet the autoconfirmed criteria can be granted the confirmed manually.

Property creators Editors who can create new properties. New properties can only be created
by users in this group or administrators, after discussion in the respective
communication page.

Rollbackers Editors who can control the rollback tool. Rollback is a simple tool that can
allow fast reverting of vandalism or other obvious abuse.

IP block exempt
users

If an IP address is blocked with the option not to allow registered users to edit,
this permission allows editing from such IP addresses

Administrators These are trusted editors allowed to proceed with essential tasks such as blocking,
or creating properties. They can also assign access rights to others, like rollback,
confirmed user, IP block exempt, autopatrolled, and property creator.

Interface adminis-
trators

Editors with the ability to edit sitewide CSS/JS pages, change how content is
styled, and change the behavior of pages.

Translator adminis-
trators

Editors who translate content to non English languages. Because Wikidata is a
multilingual wiki, it uses the translate extension and translation administrators
are users with access to administrative functions of the extension

Bureaucrats They can grant or remove rights for administrators, bureaucrats, bots, flooders,
and translator administrators.

CkeckUsers These editors examine the IP address data of registered users, which is otherwise
private information. Its primary purpose is to investigate sock-puppets.

Suppressors Suppression refers to hiding revisions, usernames in edit histories and logs, or
portions of individual log entries. Suppressors can have access to these data.

Flooders Users may be granted a "flood flag" and be flooders when doing repetitive,
non-controversial edits. This is to distinguish those actions from vandalism.

Wikidata staff To facilitate the development of Wikidata, some Wikimedia Deutschland staff
members technically hold full administrator access.

regarding general concerns, technical or management support. Examples of communication pages
include the Bot request page, where people specify the need for bot development, or the Property
proposal and Properties for deletion pages for graph construction needs.

Figure 1 shows an example of a Wikidata discussion. Both talk and communication pages
follow a similar structure, with titles referred to as subjects separating the raised issues and a
sequence of responses referred to as posts. Every post should end with the editors’ username or
IP, in the case of anonymous contribution, and a timestamp. A set of posts under a subject title
is referred to as a thread.

3 Related work

3.1 Online communities through the lens of network analysis
Previous studies on social media, online forums, and peer-production communities, investigated
their communication patterns. Several studies focused on antisocial behaviour like anomaly
detection (e.g., rumour, spamming, fraud, and cybercrime detection) [27, 36], sentiment detection
(e.g., irony or sarcasm, and controversy detection) [18, 13], and manipulation (e.g. sock-puppets)
[24, 41] to maintain healthy communities. In addition, other studies analysed the structure of
communication networks. For example, before the advent of social networks (2006), instant
messaging platforms like MSN engaged 245M members in 30B conversations. An analysis of the
MSN members network [25], in which nodes represent members, and edges connect two members
if they ever exchanged messages, found characteristics like a power law in degree distribution;

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:User_access_levels
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Figure 1 An example of Wikidata discussions.

high clustering coefficient, 0.1; and one connected component including > 99% of all nodes. These
are similar to characteristics of a small world network [52], networks in which node distance grows
proportionally to the logarithm of the number of nodes, rather than those of random networks [7].

Similar research was conducted on a different type of community called Slashdot [14]. This is a
news website where short news posts are published, and readers can comment and score them. The
authors built a network in which nodes represented members and edges connected to members if
they responded to each other. The Slashdot network showed that it had characteristics of a small
world network, similar to the MSN network. They found a giant component containing 97% of the
nodes, clustering coefficient 0.05 and average shortest path 4. the study compared Slashdot with
the characteristics of a typical social network. The authors explored the degree assortativity of the
network, which showed whether highly connected users are preferentially linked to other highly
connected ones or not [32]. Unlike social networks, which present strong assortativity with highly
connected users connect with highly connected users, Slashdot presented neutral assortativity.
This means that members do not show any preference in responding based on others’ ‘popularity’.
Degree assortativity seems to be a fundamental difference between social and non-social networks
[32] as shown from similar studies on Facebook and Twitter [11, 45].

Prior work on the Wikipedia project, which shares similarities with the Wikidata project,
found that it exhibits characteristics of a small world network [17]. In this analysis, nodes
represented members and edges connected members who edited the same article. The network
presented a clustering coefficient 0.9 and average shortest path 5 [17]. Furthermore, the authors
observed neutral assortativity which is similar to the Slashdot community. However, another study
built communication networks for the Wikipedia Wikiprojects, which are small groups where
contributors collaborate to build articles under a specific topic like sport or biology, found that
the networks are mostly disassortative with ‘popular’ editors communicating with less connected
editors [37]. Finally, an investigation of the temporal effect of assortativity in social networks,
including Wikipedia, revealed that the assortativity increased rapidly at the early stages of the
network growth and then decayed to equilibrium after certain links were created [54].

Previous studies explored the network structure in a variety of online communities. However,
there is no prior work investigating the network dynamics of a collaborative KG. Many online
communities exhibited characteristics of small world networks, which had significant implications

TGDK
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for how information spread through the network. These implications include efficient information
sharing, exposure to diverse ideas, enhanced problem solving, faster epidemic control (vandalism),
and resilience to editor drop outs [17, 52]. Additionally, assortativity provided valuable indications
of how people connect. A similar investigation of the Wikidata community could reveal valuable
insight into information spread and collaboration within the community.

3.2 User characteristics in peer-production communities
Previous studies explored behaviour patterns using user characteristics in peer-production com-
munities to study their behavioural patterns [6, 20]. In the case of Wikipedia, prior work studied
interactions between users when editing articles by building edit networks to connect editors
working on the same articles. [6]. The authors used characteristics like the type of the edit
(e.g., delete, undelete, restore) and text information (e.g., number of words added or deleted) to
understand the work of individual authors and their positive and negative interactions. For the
community behind Schema.org, an ontology engineering project, prior work explored discussion
participation patterns [20]. The authors created user profiles using characteristics like the number
of emails sent and replied to or the issues raised. The study revealed, that 10% of users are
responsible for 80% of all contributions in community discussions. Additionally, the number of
edits made was found to be positively correlated with the level of discussion activity [8]. This
suggested that individuals who made many changes also participated in many discussions.

Previous studies in Wikidata used editing activities and user characteristics to analyse editors’
behaviour. By considering the number of edits, type of edits, type of editors (registered, anonymous,
or bot), and account age, Muller et al. [31] found that most editors made specialised contributions,
and only a small piece contributed widely to the project. Similar results found by Piao et al. [34],
who showed that 0.08% editors contribute 80% of all edits. Satasua et al. [38] focused on editors’
volume of edits over time and argued that editors with high account age and high volumes of
edits had the highest impact on the project. In addition, Piscopo et al. [35] by combining editing
activity with patterns in community discussions revealed that editors present diverse participation
in editing and discussing.

Previous studies used a variety of characteristics to investigate user behaviour in peer-production
projects. However, several studies argued that due to the different editing processes of the projects,
like an online encyclopedia, an open-source software system, and a KG, the projects present
fundamental differences in user collaboration and interactions [10, 21]. Particularly for Wikidata
and Wikipedia, previous work highlighted the differences between editing an abstract article and
editing a structured graph [43, 23].

3.3 The factors that affect the behaviour of members in peer-production
communities

Previous work explored how discussions influence peer-production communities. Studies in open
source software communities [10] and Wikipedia [2, 3] showed that different types of conflicts in
discussions, i.e. task, normative, process, etc. affected the projects differently. Normative conflicts
(i.e. group function conflicts) negatively impacted the intention to remain in the project, and
process conflicts (i.e. disagreeing on how to perform tasks) harmed contributors’ performance.
Additionally, Arazy et al. [3] argued that often, task conflicts transition to process conflicts,
affecting the quality of Wikipedia articles. Finally, Rychwalska et al. [37] argued that the quality
of Wikipedia articles is related to the private communication between editors.

Prior work explored the factors influencing editors to drop out of Wikidata. Piao et al. [34]
investigated engagement in Wikidata by studying the editing activities of editors. The authors
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used various statistical and pattern-based features like the number of edits, activity types, duration
between edits, pair of entities editing and their characteristics. They found that the feature that
had the greatest impact on predicting dropout was the total number of edits made in the last few
months This is similar to findings in Wikipedia [12]. However, there is no prior evidence of how
discussions influence editors’ behaviour in Wikidata.

4 Data

Wikidata provides monthly updated dumps of the KG in JSON and RDF format, along with the
complete history of all edits in XML format.12 For our work, we utilised the XML files that were
updated until February 2023 with all activity logs and discussions.

We used the XML files to generate two sets of data: a discussions dataset that contained
all posts in Wikidata and for each post we recorded the text, username, timestamp, and thread
subject included; and a history of edits dataset that included information for editors edits, referred
to as revisions, and for each edit we recorded the username and timestamp (see Table 2 for further
descriptive statistics).

Our code and dataset are available on GitHub.13

Table 2 Descriptive statistics for the editors’ categories.

Category #editors #posts #revisions
All editors found in discussions 31,196 1,397,565 -
Registered 21,995 1,012,483 750,126,203
Unregistered 9,130 62,976 -
bots 71 322,106 -

4.1 Data preprocessing
We processed the raw text data to create our discussions dataset. Figure 2 presents the raw text
for the example discussion shown in Figure 1. The figure displays that raw text follows a specific
template for every page to identify the subjects of the threads(identified by === subject ===),
and at the end of each post the username (identified by [[User: username|username]]), and the
timestamp (formed as hour: minutes date month year (UTC)).

As in previous studies conducted in Wikipedia [48, 28], we phased several challenges during
the process of processing the raw text discussions. We began by separating threads and posts on
the page, and then extracted the information of the editors who wrote the posts, and when. Due
to the large size of the Wikidata archived dumps, which amounted to 1.6T, the minor changes in
templates that occurred over the years, the differences in terms of discussion channels (e.g., some
channels included multiple table templates, others changed their header/subject type over time)
and human error, we expected a small percentage of false split in our dataset when separating
threads and posts, and misspellings in the editors’ usernames.

We encountered three types of difficulties related to usernames: some posts missed the expected
username signature at the end, likely due to editors inexperienced with Wikidata practices (this
is similar to Wikipedia for 8.3% of posts [28]); the multilingual nature of the projects made it
challenging to follow the structure of the template in all languages, and track the username in raw
text; and the freedom provided by Wikidata to create usernames with colours, highlights, and

12 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Database_download
13 https://github.com/ElisavetK/Talking_Wikidata_graph.git
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emojis, made it difficult to identify the usernames due to the ASCII encoding format related to
this features we found in the raw text.

Figure 2 An example of a raw Wikidata thread from the item “Earth”.

5 Methodology

We created a set of features for Wikidata editors similar to studies related to users’ behaviour in
peer-production communities. In the case of Wikipedia [6], the authors investigated the number
and type of user edits, and for Schema.org [20], the authors studied the activity level of users
in the community. Furthermore, in the case of MSN and Slashdot, the authors studied netwrok
metrics for their user networks [25, 14].

Table 3 shows the features and their descriptions. The history of edits dataset was used to
measure each editor’s account age, which is the gap between their registered day and their last
edit, and the number of edits. For the editors’ registered day we used a Wikimedia API.14 The
discussions dataset was used to count the number of posts and classify editors into ‘asker’ and
‘responder’.

For the feature access level, we visited the Wikidata list of users page,15 and searched each
group of access level individually. We then assigned labels to our list of editors using the list of
usernames for each access level.

Our feature list includes five centrality metrics, which are degree, eigenvector, closeness,
betweenness and cluster coefficient. These metrics were measured based on the registered
editors’ network described in detail below, Section 5.1.

Finally, we built a notion about who is considered an active or inactive editor for the label
activity status. Wikidata classifies editors as active and inactive based on their monthly editing
activities without considering editors permanently leaving or dropping out. In contrast, Sarasua
et al. [38] highlighted that editors presented varying periods of absence with no edits, leading
to a comeback or drop out. Therefore, the authors used edits’ percentiles to measure these gaps
of inactivity and defined that after approximately 10 months of no contributions, editors are
considered permanently inactive. Similar to Sarasua et al. [38], we used edits’ percentile for the
maximum gaps of inactivity of editors. Based on Figure 3, we chose the 85% percentile, defining a
threshold of 23 months. We found that 67% of editors were active and 33% inactive.

14 https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Main_page
15 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Special:ListUsers

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Main_page
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Table 3 The lists of features used to investigate editors’ behaviour and their descriptions.

Feature Description
account
age

The range in months between the editor’s registration date and their last edit timestamp.

# of edits The total number of edits excluding discussion page edits.
# of posts The total number of posts in discussion pages.
talking
type

Label related to the way editors talk: ‘akser’ for editors mostly starting threads; ‘responder’
for editors mostly responding into threads.

access
level

The role/roles of editors based on Wikidata hierarchy (Basic level users, Rollbackers, Trans-
lation administrators, Administrators, IP block exceptions, Property creators, Confirmed
users, Interface administrators, CheckUsers, Wikidata staff, Bureaucrats, Suppressors,
Flooders)

degree The number of edges for a node.
eigenvector It defines the centrality of a node as proportional to its neighbours’ importance. For

example, for two nodes in a network with the same degree, the one connected to more
nodes with a high eigenvector score should have a higher eigenvector score.

closeness It counts the average of shortest paths. Nodes with a high closeness score have the shortest
distances to all other nodes.

betweenness It is based on the shortest path between nodes. Counts the number of times a node acts
like a bridge.

clustering
coefficient

It quantifies how close its neighbours are to be a clique (complete graph).

activity
status

Label related editors’ current activity: active for editors with range between their last
edit and today (1/3/2023), less than 23 months; inactive for editors with the same range
more than 23 months.

During the ten years of Wikidata, we found several editors absent for 5 to 9 years but returned
to contributing again (see Figure 3). The maximum gap of inactivity was 118 months. These
findings differ from the first four years of Wikidata, where Sarasua et al. [38] found the maximum
gap of inactivity being 16 months and 55% of editors inactive.

5.1 RQ1 - What are the characteristics of editors’ collaborations?

We conducted network analysis and descriptive statistics. We built and analysed three editor
networks: (i) with all editors found in the discussions dataset (NF); (ii) with human editors,
registered and unregistered (NH); and (iii) with only registered editors (NR). In each network, we
considered nodes as editors, humans or bots, who had at least one post on a Wikidata discussion
page, and edges were formed between editors participating in the same thread.

Wikidata bots, like Wikipedia bots, participated in discussions either through bot controllers
or by delivering automatic messages [28]. We elaborate more in Section 6.1.1.

We employed centrality metrics (see Table 3) [5] to investigate and compare the three editor
networks. We then further explored editors’ behaviour in the NR network. Specifically, we
investigated whether NR forms a small world network by analysing the connected components
in the network (which is a connected sub-network that is not part of any other larger network
connected component) and measuring the average clustering coefficient and average shortest path.
A small world network forms a giant component and presents a high average clustering coefficient
and low average shortest path [52]. The clustering coefficient (as described in Table 3) measures
the degree to which nodes in a network cluster together. It quantifies the likelihood that two
neighbours of a node are also connected to each other. The shortest path refers to the minimum
number of steps or edges required to traverse from one node to another node in a network. To
test our small world hypothesis, we compared these metrics with a similar small world network
generated with the Watts-Strogatz method [52], as well as with a similar random network. We

TGDK
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Figure 3 The maximum gap of inactivity in months and the number of edits for registered editors
discussing in Wikidata.

then explored network characteristics like the distribution of clustering coefficient, shortest paths,
and assortativity [32].

Finally, we analysed the characteristics of registered editors using the features listed in Tables
3.

5.2 RQ2 - What impacts whether a discussion will receive a response?
We developed a hybrid machine learning model to study the factors that influence discussions
in Wikidata. The aim was to predict the likelihood of a response to a post based on various
features. The features included information for the editors who wrote the post, graph embedding
that captured the topology of the discussion network as depicted in Figure 4, and text embedding
that represented the content of the post.

For the set of editors’ features (EF), we used account age (EFage), # of edits (EFedits), #
of posts (EFposts), and access level (EFaccess level) from Table 3.

For graph embeddings (G), we created a discussion network including three types of nodes:
editors, posts, and thread titles. Editors were connected to their posts, while posts were connected
to the threads they belonged to (see Figure 4). To create the graph embedding vectors for this
network, we experimented with several state-of-the-art models such as RotatE [42], TransR [26],
and CompGCN [47]. We chose CompGCN with embedding dimensions equal to 100 to form a
graph embedding vector for each entity in this network. Due to the network structure and the low
number of relations, CompGCN showed the best performance with Hits@1 0.37, Hits@3: 0.56,
Hits@5: 0.64, Hits@10: 0.75 and Mean Reciprocal Rank 0.5.

To answer RQ2 we used the graph embedding vectors for the posts (Gpost).
For text representations (T) we used the text − embedding − ada − 002, a GPT3.5 large

language model from OpenAI. This model was capable of processing long documents like post
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Figure 4 Representation of the network to estimate graph embeddings.

discussions effectively [33]. We generated two types of text embeddings: one for each post (Tpost)
and one for the entire thread from the first post to the ith post (Tthread). Prior to generating
these embeddings, we preprocessed the raw data by removing signatures and timestamps at the
end of the post, replacing the item and property alphanumeric codes (Q# and P#) with [ITEM]
and [PROP], respectively, and any code elements with [URL] or [CODE]. Finally, we removed any
remaining unnecessary punctuation.

To develop the hybrid machine learning model, we used a neural network and conducted
an ablation study, which means testing each of the model features individually as well as in
combinations. To train the model, we split our dataset to train, test, and validate sets of 60%,
20%, and 20%, respectively. We used a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with 13 layers (test
combinations of 8, 32, and 64 neurons (Section 6 presents the best results), with “relu” as
activation function. The output layer consisted of a single neuron with “sigmoid” activation
function. For training the network, we used “adam” as the optimizer with a learning rate set
at 0.001 and the “binary_crossentopy” loss. Furthermore, we used early stopping to stop the
training if the validation loss did not improve in 100 epochs. We evaluated results using precision,
recall, accuracy, and F1.

5.3 RQ3 - Do discussions impact the editors’ engagement?
To address the RQ3, we emplyied a similar approach as in RQ2. This time, we delved into the
factors that affect editors’ engagement, which we defined using the feature activity status as
described above (see Table 3). This feature indicated whether an editor was active or inactive.

As in RQ2, we leveraged various features for editors, including their graph embedding vectors
(Geditors), and text embedding vectors for their posts. For the latter, we estimated the average of
all post text embeddings of each editor (Tavr). We then combined all these features to create a
hybrid machine learning model.

To validate our findings and determine the statistical significance of the features, we utilized a
range of statistical tests depending on the particular case.

5.4 Sample dataset
The full discussion network, as depicted in Figure 4, was composed of more than 2.5M triples,
which required a high computational power to estimate the graph embedding vectors. Therefore,
we used a smaller sample of our data to answer RQ2 and RQ3 questions. Specifically, we analysed
threads found in item talk pages, as they presented the best balance between posts receiving a
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response and those not (44% of posts had a response, 56% did not). In addition, our previous
study on Wikidata discussions showed that in item talk pages, only 50% of posts starting a new
thread receive community attention to get an answer [22]. This study aims to investigate further
and reveal factors that influence responses and improve communication within the project.

For RQ2, we analysed a sample of 44, 139 posts, while for RQ3, we studied a sample of 6, 596
registered editors. In both cases, the graph embeddings were created based on the discussion
network shown in Figure 4 with 75, 055 nodes ( 6, 596 editors, 44, 139 posts, 24, 320 threads) and
88, 092 edges/triples.

6 Results

6.1 RQ1 - What are the characteristics of editors’ collaborations?

6.1.1 Comparison of the three editor networks

Figure 5 Centrality metrics for the three networks

Figure 5 presents centrality metrics for the NF, NH, and NR networks. For all networks,
degree centrality, which measures “how many friends I have”, presented a power law distribution
with a high number of editors with no edges in all networks: 14% NF, 24% NH, 26% NR. This
indicated that a quarter of human editors did not receive responses when starting a discussion.
Furthermore, 47% of them are inactive, meaning that half of the editors who did not receive a
response drop out, while the rest continued contributing without discussing. To further investigate
this relation, we analysed whether the activity status of an editor has a relation with whether
their posts received responses using the Chi-square test for categorical variables [46]. We found a
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p-value less than 0.05, which showed that these two features are related.
For eigenvector and clustering coefficient metrics, the three networks presented similar

distributions (see Figure 5). The eigenvector shows “how well-connected are my friends” and the
clustering coefficient shows “if a friend of a friend is my friend”. We did not observe any nodes
with superior or inferior connected friends or clustering for registered, unregistered, and bots.

In terms of closeness, which measures “the distance I have with my friends”, we observed that
NF nodes have shorter distances (high closeness), while NH and NR showed similar distribution.
At the same time, betweenness, which indicates “how many times I connect friends”, presented
lower values for NF. The higher closeness values and lower betweenness values for NF suggested
the significance of bots in the network. Bots were the most connected editors in the network and
helped in bridging distances between nodes, thereby making paths for all nodes shorter.

After the analysis, we looked into the nodes with the highest centrality metrics for the three
networks. In the NF network, a bot had the highest degree, closeness, and betweenness values.
“DeltaBot” was the most active editor in discussions. It responded to requests for deletion or
merging of items with prefixed answers such as “{{on hold}} This item is linked from 3 others”
after checking their status. For NH and NR networks, editors with administrative access levels,
such as property creators or administrators, received the highest metrics. The analyses indicated
the importance of bots in communication related to maintenance jobs, and the dedication of the
editors with higher level access to communication.

6.1.2 Investigation of registered editor network
We conducted a study to verify the hypothesis that Wikidata editors’ communication interactions
form a small world network. We first examined the connected components for the NR. We
discovered that there are 5, 722 connected components, with the largest component containing 73%
of the nodes, which amounts to 16, 169 nodes and 470, 126 edges. The second-largest component
included only 0.04% of the nodes. This indicated that NR has a giant component and many very
small components.

Next, we measured and analysed the average cluster coefficient and the average shortest path
of NR. We found that the average clustering coefficient was 0.6 and the average shortest path
was 3. In comparison, a similar small world network had similar characteristics with an average
clustering coefficient of 0.1 and an average shortest path of 3. In contrast, a random network with
similar characteristics had a much lower average clustering coefficient of only 0.004 and an average
shortest path of 3. These comparisons, combined with the giant component, indicated that NR
forms a small world network.

We then measured degree assortativity to investigate the tendency of editors to connect with
similar to them editors. We found that NR had assortativity at −0.2. This leans to a disassortative
network. This means that editors tent to talk with dissimilar to them others, e.g., editors with
many connections tent to talk with editors with few connections.

Figure 6 presents the clustering coefficient versus the degree of a node in the NR. The figure
showed that a high number of nodes had both high clustering coefficient and degree. Such nodes
were likely to be influential or central within their respective clusters or communities and lead
to robust networks with multiple paths for information or interactions to flow. As a result, the
network was resilient to the removal of individual nodes. It is worth noting that this could be
the reason that NF, NH and NR presented similar clustering coefficient distributions in Section
6.1.1. Despite bots being the most connected editors in NF, their removal in NH and NR did not
influence node connections.

We also conducted a study on the distribution of the shortest paths in the NR. Similar to the
MSN study [25], we randomly sampled 1000 nodes and calculated their shortest paths to all other
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Figure 6 Clustering coefficient Figure 7 Shortest paths

nodes. Figure 7 shows the distribution of shortest paths. We observed that the longest shortest
path is seven, which indicates that long paths did not exist in NR. By examining the percentile of
shortest paths, we discovered that one can reach 90% of nodes in just four steps.

6.1.3 Investigation of registered editors characteristics.

Figure 8 Frequency of editors versus their features, number of edits, number of posts and account age.

Figure 8 illustrates the distribution of registered editors based on the number of edits, posts
and account age. Our analysis revealed that both the number of edits and posts followed a power
law distribution. The data showed that approximately 80% of editors had less than 5K edits and
ten posts, indicating that they contributed very little and did not engage in discussions. This
implied that only a small percentage of editors (20%) were actively participating in discussions,
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suggesting that they were the ones making the key decisions within the Wikidata community.
Furthermore, we analysed the distribution of account age and found that 24% of editors had

stayed in the community for less than a year, and 10% for editors had remained active for more
than ten years. This trend has been consistent with the first four years of Wikidata [38].

We further conducted an investigation to determine which editors made high contributions to
discussions based on their access level and account age. Figure 9 shows the number of posts made
by different access roles to account age. The figure showed that editors who had been active on
Wikidata for over six years were the most active in discussions. Property creators were the most
active, followed by basic level users.

Figure 9 Number of posts and the account age for the different access levels.

We then explored which access levels usually started a thread,askers, and which ones usually
responded, responders, to posts. Figure 10 shows that most of the editors participating in discus-
sions were basic level users followed by rollbackers, translator administrators, and administrators.
The majority of basic level users and rollbackers started threads, while administrative roles such
as administrators and bureaucrats, and KG experts such as property creators, were responders.
This was not surprising given that basic level users often seek advice, request access, and tool
support from the community, particularly from members with higher access levels.

6.1.4 Summary

According to our findings, around a quarter of registered editors were disconnected from the
network, which means they did not receive responses to their posts. Further investigation showed
that half of them are inactive today. In contrast, bots were the most connected editors.

Our study also revealed that the Wikidata editor network forms a small world network, with a
random node can reach 90% of the nodes in just four steps.

Furthermore, we found that only 20% of editors were actively involved in discussions and
decision-making, with most of them being members for more than six years. It is interesting to
note that the majority of editors who participated in discussions were basic level users, and some
of them had the highest number of posts.
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Figure 10 The histogram presents the number of editors and the talking type for the different access
levels.

6.2 RQ2 - What impacts whether a discussion will receive a response?
The study aimed to investigate the factors that influence whether a post on Wikidata could receive
a response. The ablation study included text embedding for the post content, graph embedding
for the post topology (Gpost) (see Figure 4), and features for the editor who wrote the post. We
considered the editors’ features (EF), account age (EFage), number of edits (EFedits), number
of posts (EFposts), and access level (EFaccess level). We also experimented with different text
embeddings. We tested whether the use of text embeddings for only the first posts of threads
(TfisrtPost) performed better than all posts in threads (Tpost), or the entire thread from the first
to the ith post (Tthread).

The results of the experiment are presented in Table 4, which demonstrates that, between
individual features, graph embedding performed the best in predicting whether a post would
receive a response. This result was expected since a post that was part of a highly connected
thread, as shown in Figure 4, had a higher chance of receiving a response.

In addition, we found high performance for the text embeddings with minimal variations
between the TfirstPost, Tpost, and Tthread. This suggested that the content of the text played a
significant role in eliciting a response. This was particularly important for TfirstPost results, which
initiated a discussion. The content of a post affected whether or not the conversation continues
with a response to the thread.

The best features for predicting whether a post would receive a response were its content
and where it was posted (Gpost + TfirstPost). The characteristics of the editor, such as their
account age and access level, did not seem to significantly impact whether the post would receive
a response. This suggests that it was more important to focus on the content of the post and
where it was placed rather than who wrote it.

6.2.1 Summary
We discovered that the combination of graph and text embeddings had the highest performance.
When it comes to text embeddings, we observed that there were only minor differences between
the types of text provided to the model, such as a single post or a thread. However, the editors’
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Table 4 Results for the model predicting whether a post will receive a response.

Features Precision Recall Accuracy F1
EFage 0.54 0.55 0.55 0.54
EFedits 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.56
EFposts 0.59 0.58 0.58 0.57
EFaccess level 0.55 0.56 0.56 0.53
EF 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59
Gpost 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72
TfirstPost 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
Tpost 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68
Tthread 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69
EF + Gpost 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.72
EF + TfirstPost 0.7 0.69 0.69 0.7
Gpost + TfirstPost 0.8 0.79 0.79 0.79
Gpost + Tthread 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76
EF + Gpost + TfirstPost 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78

characteristics did not yield satisfactory results.

6.3 RQ3 - Do discussions impact the editor’s engagement?

The study aimed to investigate the factors that influence whether a Wikidata editor could be
active. In this case, the ablation study was focused on editors and included editor’s features (EF),
text embedding for all their posts (Tavr), and graph embedding for the editor’s topology (Geditor)
(see Figure 4).

Table 5 presents the experiment results. Among the features analysed, account age showed the
best performance. This may suggested that the longer an editor has been active on Wikidata,
the more likely they were to remain active. Upon examining the status of editors with more
than six years of account age, we found that 85% of them were active. We further investigated
this hypothesis by testing the statistical difference between the account age and the status of
editors using the Mann-Whitney U non-parametric test [29]. The results showed that there was a
significant difference between the account age of active and inactive editors, with all the values of
account age for the active editors being greater than those of the inactive editors (p-value = 0).

It is worth noting that the rest of editors’ features, and specifically EFaccess level, presented
very low influence on their status. This means that editors with higher access levels were not
likely to be active compared to basic level users.

We also discovered that editor’s text embedding also showed an influence on their status. This
text included all the posts that an editor wrote. This result showed that discussions had an effect
on editors’ engagement. Finally, we found that a combination of the editor’s account age and the
content of their posts produced the best performance.

6.3.1 Summary

We found that account age and text embeddings had the highest performance impact on editors’
status. Similar to RQ2, access level and other characteristics did not show any significant influence.
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Table 5 Results for the model predicting the editors’ status.

Features Precision Recall Accuracy F1
EFage 0.83 0.72 0.72 0.74
EFedits 0.74 0.54 0.54 0.55
EFposts 0.71 0.57 0.57 0.59
EFaccess level 0.76 0.31 0.31 0.21
EF 0.83 0.73 0.73 0.75
Geditor 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63
Tavr 0.66 0.69 0.69 0.67
EF + Geditor 0.67 0.66 0.66 0.66
EF + Tavr 0.78 0.75 0.75 0.76
Geditor + Tavr 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65
EF + Geditor + Tavr 0.69 0.7 0.7 0.69
EFage + Tavr 0.78 0.75 0.75 0.76

7 Discussion

We analysed the Wikidata discussions by studying the structure of editors’ interactions network
and exploring what influences the continuity of a discussion and editors’ engagement. Our findings
highlight the value of investigating communication interactions to understand what influences
engagement and support collaborative communities to improve practice and retain and increase
the number of members and their contributions.

We found that Wikidata discussion interactions form a small world network. The small
world characteristics facilitate the propagation of information much faster than random networks
[25, 44]. Wikidata could benefit from this for tool adoption, spam detection or vandalism. However,
this quick spread of information could potentially be harmful in case of deliberate spread of “fake
news”, e.g. fake practices.

Table 6 presents network metrics for four online communities, including Wikidata, forming
small world networks. Comparing the network metrics we observe that Wikidata is more similar
to Wikipedia than to MSN or Slashdot. A high cluster coefficient indicates a closely connected
community where individuals are connected to their friends, and their friends are also connected
to each other. It is worth noting that the Wikidata network was found to have an average cluster
coefficient of six and 12 times higher than the MSN and the Slashdot community, respectively,
indicating a stronger sense of cohesion and community, similar to Wikipedia. Additionally, the
Wikidata network has the lowest average and longest shortest path compared to the other three
communities, which means that the nodes in the Wikidata network are closer connected to each
other, making it easier and faster to traverse from one node to another. Furthermore, unlike
Slashdot, Wikidata forms a disassortative network. This means that ‘popular’ editors tend to
communicate with ‘less popular’ editors within the Wikidata community. However, Wikidata
seems to demonstrate different assortativeity from the Wikipedia user network, which has neutral
assortativity but presents similarities with the Wikipedia Wikiprojects.

The closely connected community for Wikidata can be explained from the variety of topic-
s/channels i.e. property proposal, item talk pages, etc. Many editors are not limited to one kind of
discussion channel but converse to different channels about different issues, technical or adminis-
trative. This behaviour may enhance the connection of editors with different responsibilities in the
community. This system is similar to Wikipedia, which may be why the two projects present more
similarities than the other two communities. However, degree assortativity is significantly different
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Table 6 Network metrics for four online communities.

Community Average Cluster-
ing Coefficient

Average
Shortest Path

Longest
Shortest Path

Degree As-
sortativity

MSN [25] 0.1 6.6 29 -
Slashdot (undirected
dense network) [14]

0.05 4 9 -0.04

Wikipedia (user network)
[17]

0.9 5 - neutral

Wikipedia (mean of Wiki-
project networks) [37]

0.2 - - -0.3

Wikidata 0.6 3 7 -0.2

for Wikidata, showing the commitment of ‘popular’ editors to support less ‘popular’ members
which is likely to be found also in Wikipedia Wikiprojects.

We found that the main influence for a discussion to receive a response is its content.
Our prior work suggested that reasons for no responses in Wikidata could be the numerous item
talk pages leaving posts unattended and the lack of guidance for using talk pages compared
to Wikipedia [22]. In that study, we explored topics of item discussions showing that 46% of
topics were related to knowledge engineering. The editors discussed content page management,
suggested or reported changes, and asked for help and specifications. The complexity of the
subject, particularly for a group of people with diverse KE experience, may made it difficult for
editors to express the subjects in a simple and informative way. This may prevented responses to
obscure posts.

The complexity of KE topics suggest that guidance in asking questions and discussing changes
may increase the possibility of continuing a conversation. This may be possible with the use of
templates for specific cases. Wikidata already use templates for specific discussion channels like
Request for a comment and (Property proposal) to help the community receive all the information
needed to make a decision on a subject. The use of simple templates also for other discussion
pages for questions and requests may enhance communication and help, especially new members,
to receive answers. Guidance on discussions has been emphasised previously for the GitHub
community to support members’ participation [15].

In addition, another suggestion to reduce the posts with no responses is for Wikidata to adopt
a system similar to the annotation system for talk pages based on Semantic Web technologies
suggested for Wikipedia [39]. The authors suggested a lightweight annotation process, similar
to other projects like HyperNews, to help classify the type of edits that happen in the content
pages. However, a similar system could be used by Wikidata to classify the posts to help, question,
idea, warning etc., to help the community monitor the numerous posts in talk pages, and enhance
attention special to new members.

Our findings suggested that editors’ engagement was influenced by their account age and
the content of their discussions. We show that the longer the account age, the more likely to be
active. This indicated that one important factor for engagement was the first period an editor
joined the community. Our previous study in Wikidata discussions [22], emphasised a high number
of posts with no response, 50% of posts in item talk pages. Furthermore, in this study, the analysis
revealed the influence of no responses to editors’ engagement with 47% of editors who did not
receive a response to their posts dropped out, and the rest did not attempt to participate in any
discussion in the future. This emphasises the importance of our previous suggestions to create a
system to reduce posts with no responses, not only for a conversation to continue but also for
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member engagement, especially for new members of the community.
In addition, another factor influencing the editors’ engagement was the content of their posts.

In the Wikidata scenario, we previously showed that Wikidata item talk pages had low frequency
in conflicts [22]. This could indicate that editors did not receive aggressive or confrontational
feedback leading to drop out, but the posts’ character, e.g. most posts are questions, may
influenced the prediction. This is different from open source software where Filippova et al.
showed that some types of conflicts impacted the intention of members to email in the project [10].
As mentioned earlier, in our previous study, we argued that the topics discussed mainly relate to
KE activities. The complexity of KE, especially for members with no prior experience in building
KGs, with questions receiving insufficient or confusing feedback could lead to disappointment and
resignation. These results highlight again the importance of first experiences for engagement when
new members join the community. The community may need to monitor whether new members
ask for help, developing practices for guidance and support to encourage them so as to overcome
a period of time participating to stay engaged.

7.1 Limitations
For this study, we used a sample of discussion and only quantitative analysis to investigate the
impact of text on the course of discussion and editors’ engagement. However, qualitative analysis
similar to previous studies about the content discussed [22, 19] could reveal insights into the
influential topics. Furthermore, we investigated the influential factors only in item talk pages.
In contrast, including different types of discussion channels may provide extra details to the
prediction models. Finally, we tested one network structure for the predictions. Experimenting
with different designs may improve results for the post and editors’ topology, giving another
understanding of these predictions.

8 Conclusion

We investigated the Wikidata editors’ interactions through their lens of discussions. We used
a mixed method approach using descriptive statistics, network analysis, and graph and text
embedding vectors. We found that the Wikidata community forms a small world network with
news propagating fast across the network. At the same, Wikidata ‘popular’ editors seem to
communicate a lot with less ‘popular’ editors, a behaviour similar to Wikipedia Wikiprojetcs.
Additionally, we suggested that the longer an editor stays in the community and feels inclusive,
the more likely to stay engaged in the project. A suggestion could be for Wikidata to control the
numerous comments with no responses in order to support particularly new editors and make
them feel included. We hope our findings can support Wikidata in developing new practices to
help new members find their steps in the project to stay engaged, as well as help project designers
transmit new tactics to the community. Future work could investigate the content of the text and
justify what makes a post a good candidate to receive an answer and what discourages members
from responding to others. In the same vein, it would be interesting to investigate the text that
makes editors stop contributing. This will give an in-depth understanding and enable Wikidata to
improve practices and tools.
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